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The first time I saw a dead animal was when I was six. I was playing around a car, and 
under the wheel was the carcass of a cat. Its abdomen was crushed under the weight of 
the car, and its eyes were plucked out of their sockets. There wasn’t anything particularly 
strange about the dead animal. Everyone dies sooner or later. But this was the first time 
I was confronted with the evidence that the body is a fragile structure made up of 
organs, capillaries, blood, and bones. It’s not an easy feeling to express, but if I had to 
find a synonym to describe it, I’d probably use “hypochondria.” Usually, people who 
suffer from hypochondria are in a state of constant hypervigilance, ceaselessly 
monitoring their bodies following any symptomatic distress. Like a sentinel, the 
hypochondriac watches over every change, disturbance, pain, or redness. As the keeper 
of an organic system they also inhabit, they become a prisoner of a body that is 
constantly and inevitably dying. The symptom turns into an emphatic demonstration of 
presence, and being present in the world can be frightening.

Last week, when I went to see the paintings that Reina Sugihara presented in her solo 
show “Island that does not know the sea” at Arcadia Missa, I thought about that cat, and 
how the body is an architectural unknown, full of organic systems outside our 
perception.

I had just finished a glass of wine offered by the gallery when the effect of the alcohol 
began to gently intensify the loneliness that had been haunting me lately. At that 
moment, the paintings seemed to me more like wall-bound wounds rather than objects.

Somewhere between a grotesque landscape and a laboratory slide, the works refer to a 
small model of a human pancreas and an anatomical drawing of a digestive apparatus 
from the seventeenth century. These two reference objects, not explicitly represented, 
which the artist kept in her studio, became the iconographic tool through which Sugihara 
established a link between the inside and the outside of the body, embedding this 
temporal dimension within the complex stratification of the painting.

The island of the exhibition’s title comes from the Islets of Langerhans, an area of the 
pancreas that controls endocrine function — part of a network of cellular islands that 
coexist in our body with a common purpose. Individual yet interconnected, these islands 
become a metaphor for the relationship between the artist and her objects. Carefully 
chosen to trigger her own memories, they appear in various forms and work silently in 
the painterly realm. In Sugihara’s works, time extends its linear form and disappears into 
another dimension, in which the simultaneous coexistence of objects in the artist’s 
studio becomes an active presence in the paintings and, by extension, accessible to our 
bodies and feelings.

In their abstract appearance, these vast microcosmic landscapes of tissue and viscous 
matter become triggers of presence, like the symptom to the hypochondriac or the 
earthquake to the seismograph. They come to us as legible signs. Sugihara’s paintings 
seem to suggest an anthropocentric reinterpretation of the Cartesian dualisms that have 
been part of scientific discourse since the Enlightenment. She tries to encourage a 
listening practice focused on new forms of language, on pluralities of being available to 
the consciousness that resides in our newly collective bodies.



installation view Courtesy of the Artist and Arcadia Missa, London. Photography: Tom Carter

There is a certain animation to Reina Sugihara’s paintings; soft lines in apparent motion, dots dancing, shapes twisting, 
forms contracting. It feels like the painting is swirling and spinning before my eyes, or maybe I’m spinning. This woozy 
experience reflects something of the artist’s own process. Sugihara tells me that “I usually begin painting initial images 
on an easel. As the images become more abstract and somewhat scattered, I move the painting to the floor, and until the 
painting is completed, I work on it while moving around it whilst holding a brush. This is because it’s easier to discern 
traces of the surface and the intention of the paintings – I follow the paintings. I don’t determine the orientation of the 
work while I’m working on the painting because I am constantly circling around it. I decide on the top and bottom of the 
work sometime after I have completed painting it.”  Perhaps, then, the movement you can sense, the dizzy immersion in 
Sugihara’s world, is the after-effect of the artist’s method, as you too ‘follow the painting’. 

Two, 2023. Courtesy of the Artist and Arcadia Missa, London.

Comprising six paintings and one sculpture, Island that does not know the sea (on display at Arcadia Missa until the 
12th of April 2024) is the Tokyo-based artist’s first solo exhibition in the UK. The title emerged from Sugihara’s 
research into the pancreas, which she explains is “often referred to as the silent organ as it is highly sensitive, and 
abnormalities within it often go unnoticed until it is too late.” During this research, she discovered the presence of cell 
structures within the pancreas known as the Island of Langerhans. Sugihara explains that “[as] I was working on the 
series, I imagined living on the Island of Langerhans. I wonder if I would really think of the horizon in front of me as 
the sea, as I am doing my tasks on a quiet island. The sea in this title is both information and emotion. An island that 
does not know the sea will continue to float on the sea without knowing the sea.” Sugihara’s thought experiment is 
realised in the eponymous work, Island that does not know the sea, an infinite undulation of mountains sprawled across 
a canvas over a metre and a half wide. The work draws on a similar colour palette to its exhibited peers, a heady mix of 
reds, oranges and browns – a nod to the fleshy tones of the anatomical drawings that Sugihara studies. In Island that 
does not know the sea, however, the palette is noticeably deeper, almost burnt. The mountainous landscape melts into 
the sky, forming an unrelenting endlessness; washes of dried blood and rust leave the land looking vast and barren, 
thirsty even, as though the painting needs a drink.



installation view Courtesy of the Artist and Arcadia Missa, London. Photography: Tom Carter

Sugihara’s paintings are like flat sculptures. The lacquered surface creates a soft sheen which works to mimic the quality 
of a smooth ceramic. But Sugihara’s surfaces aren’t perfect up close, where you can see the layers of paint and varnish, 
the small globs of paint and the ripples in the varnish. In Corolla, small cracks appear on the painting’s surface; coupled 
with the mossy blue-green tinges, these imperfections appear like spores, giving the work an organic, almost underwater 
feel. 

The artist tells me that she “wanted [her] paintings to have the impression of something wriggling beneath the surface of 
the water”. She continues: “As a child I owned a pleco, a tropical fish in the catfish family that primarily feeds on algae, 
but I rarely cleaned the tank. As a result, the tank became murkier and murkier, and the pleco became almost invisible. I 
still recall the sensation that something was definitely there, and the air bubbles it emitted were both frightening and 
captivating—I couldn’t take my eyes off the tank.” The palette of this memory blooms throughout the show. 

Gather, 2023. Courtesy of the Artist and Arcadia Missa, London.

Memory plays a central role in Sugihara’s practice. She explains that before starting a series of paintings, she selects 
specific objects which, while not chosen deliberately for this reason, are often related to living organisms. She believes 
this is because of her “universal interest in living things and the fact that she believes in the memory of the body”. Body 
memory refers to the idea that different parts of the body, not only the brain, can store memories and emotion. There are 
traces of the human body throughout Sugihara’s practice. Occasionally, they are explicit, as in Untitled, a mottled yellow 
wax sculpture of a half-open hand clutching black beads. Mostly, though, these nods to the body are far subtler – a single 
nipple in Corolla, or a lung-like shape in Gather. 

The ‘memory of the body’ feels especially pertinent to Fall and Gather. The former is visually violent. A long vertical 
strip runs down the left edge of the canvas, with black spots bleeding into a dark orange background. A cacophony of 
deep browns and blacks form a large gash, ripping from the centre-left edge towards the right-hand side. Hypnotic red 
forms pierce through the layers of paint. Visually, it’s hard to discern what the painting depicts; in fact, I’m not sure it’s 
trying to represent anything in particular. But it’s a bodily sensation. It feels violent, tense, and seductive all at once. 



Corolla, 2023. Courtesy of the Artist and Arcadia Missa, London.

Gather, at almost one metre by one metre, is a perfect square shape. The central form looks alive, like 
pulsating lungs; you can almost see the organs contracting as the air pumps in and out. These beating 
lungs, though, could just as easily be an unknown creature’s tentacles, and the knotted feelers instead a 
spiral staircase. Gather could be anything, or even all of these things. Like Fall, it doesn’t really matter 
whatever it is (or isn’t) trying to represent or depict, the feeling of entanglement hits like a suckerpunch to 
the stomach. 

Throughout Island that does not know the sea, Sugihara builds her paintings. paintings through the 
accumulation of numerous layers of oil paint. She explains: “I prefer to use a highly absorbent gesso [a 
‘primer’ used to prevent paint from soaking into the canvas/board] for the first layer. The initial image I 
paint almost disappears by the time the painting is finished. Using a highly water-absorbent gesso allows 
me to feel like the invisible images underneath the surface serve as the internal support for the painting”. 
While gesso physically serves as a protective barrier between the paint and the canvas it also feels 
protective, building her initial ideas and memories into the foundation of the painting. 

Written by Vaishna Surjid

‘Island does not know the sea’, installation view Courtesy of the Artist and Arcadia Missa, London. Photography: Tom Carter

Sugihara’s paintings are unsettling experiences in themselves. The artist explains that “I 
understand the significance of emotions and, at the same time, acknowledge their 
vulnerability”.  She confesses “that it is very difficult to articulate subtle emotions, which 
can lead to various misunderstandings.” It’s this honesty that seeps into the works; she’s 
not afraid of ‘misunderstandings’. I think she’s chasing them. 



By Something Curated

Interview: Rein� Sugih�r� on Sp�ti�l Memory
�nd the Mono-h� Movement

Tokyo-based artist Reina Sugihara’s paintings are at once viscous and static, 
depicting haptic moments in which objects and the body become abstracted 
and reconfigured through the lens of memory. Sculptural in her approach, 
Sugihara’s works emerge over months, and sometimes years, through a 
committed process of layering and experimentation. The artist is set to show a 
new body of work at London gallery, Arcadia Missa; titled Island that does not 
know the sea, the presentation opens this evening and runs until 12 April 2024. 
To learn more about Sugihara’s practice and the new exhibition, Something 
Curated spoke with the artist.

Something Curated: How has the Mono-ha movement influenced you?

Reina Sugihara: Although my own work is very different from the Mono-ha 
artists, I believe I have been influenced by their attitude towards objects. The Mono-
ha endeavoured to explore the relationship between the object and its surroundings 
by presenting the material almost unprocessed, as it is. This is similar to what I do 
in the early stages of my painting practice. I think it is crucial to reflect on the object 
and to explore the relationship you have with it.

SC: Can you expand on your exploration of emotional and spatial memory, 
particularly in relation to the abstracted objects you paint?

RS: It is not often the case that I start painting with the aim of abstracting images 
related to objects, but rather the abstraction comes naturally as I paint. The object 
works as a reminder of where I stand and I always keep it by my side when I am 
painting.

I believe in the memory power of objects. Perhaps this is partly due to the culture I 
grew up in, where animism and Shinto thoughts are prevalent. I tend to want to 
understand the skeleton of things before I start contemplating them —so many of 
my paintings reflect the skeletal structure of the object I have chosen.

SC: Your works are made up of many layers, which I understand are built up over 
long periods of time — could you elaborate on your process of making?

RS: Once I have finished researching an object, I move onto painting. Typically, I 
work on multiple paintings at the same time. I complete them by repeatedly painting 
and then leaving them alone. I don’t often finish a painting all at once. The first 
layer is usually a relatively figurative image, but I often feel uncomfortable with it, 
so I cover it up with gesso.



Reina Sugihara, Corolla, 2023. Courtesy of the 
Artist and Arcadia Missa, London.

RS: It is not often the case that I start painting with the aim of abstracting 
images related to objects, but rather the abstraction comes naturally as I 
paint. The object works as a reminder of where I stand and I always keep it 
by my side when I am painting.

I believe in the memory power of objects. Perhaps this is partly due to the 
culture I grew up in, where animism and Shinto thoughts are prevalent. I 
tend to want to understand the skeleton of things before I start contemplating 
them —so many of my paintings reflect the skeletal structure of the object I 
have chosen.

SC: Your works are made up of many layers, which I understand are built 
up over long periods of time — could you elaborate on your process of 
making?

RS: Once I have finished researching an object, I move onto painting. 
Typically, I work on multiple paintings at the same time. I complete them by 
repeatedly painting and then leaving them alone. I don’t often finish a 
painting all at once. The first layer is usually a relatively figurative image, 
but I often feel uncomfortable with it, so I cover it up with gesso.

When the painting leaves me, I stop painting. There are moments when you 
feel that someone you had a close relationship with is suddenly a stranger. It’s 
that feeling. Depending on the season (because oil doesn’t dry fast in the 
winter time), it roughly takes me three to four months to finish one painting, 
but sometimes it takes me four or five years.

One of the paintings that will be exhibited at Arcadia Missa’s show was 
started in 2017, but I only finished it last November. I don’t remember what I 
painted first anymore; it has been repeatedly gessoed, and new paintings have 
been added on top of it, and the first image has disappeared, leaving only 
traces.

SC: That’s interesting. Can you talk more about how you’ve approached 
creating the works for your presentation at Arcadia Missa?



RS: When I got offered my solo exhibition, I began to 
think about my time studying in the UK. I was 16 years 
old, and I wanted to channel those giddy and still 
disorganised feelings I had back then as a starting point 
for the series of work. Sometimes, what I find by chance, 
becomes the core object, but this time, I chose the object 
that seemed to help me recall the memories of that time: 
the pancreas. I have a small model of a pancreas and an 
anatomical drawing from the 17th century.

In this exhibition, I plan to show the works that were 
created in the process of weaving together emotions 
attached to my own memories and emotions connected to 
events happening around the world. These emotions were 
filtered through the model of a pancreas that was always 
present as an object when I painted – in the pocket of my 
studio clothes.

Reina Sugihara, Gather, 2023. Courtesy of the Artist 
and Arcadia Missa, London.

SC: What are some of your favourite cultural spaces in Tokyo?

RS: I like manga cafés and a sushi restaurant in Nakano, Tokyo, 
which is open until the morning. But you can get the best food at 
Lavender Opener Chair, which is a gallery attached to a diner.

SC: And what are you currently reading?

RS: When I start reading a new book, I can’t stop and it interferes 
with my studio work, so during the past few months I’ve been 
reading the same books that I have already read many times: short 
stories by Edogawa Rampo as well as mangas by Ito Junji and 
Umezu Kazuo.

Reina Sugihara’s solo show, Island that does not know the sea, runs 
at Arcadia Missa from 22 February to 12 April 2024.

Feature image: Installation view of Reina Sugihara’s Island that 
does not know the sea at Arcadia Missa. Photography: Tom Carter. 
Courtesy of the Artist and Arcadia Missa, London.



Reina Sugihara, Memory of Rib, 2022, oil, charcoal, 
plaster, and gauze on wood panel, 64 1⁄8 × 44 1⁄8".

Reina Sugihara’s solemn paintings emerge from a structured process of 
experimentation, guided by an instinct to trace the haptic memory of 
forms. For the works in her recent exhibition “Frame,” she used two 
sources: a book of anatomical drawings of human bones and an egg-
shaped stone. Employing oils of the highest viscosity, Sugihara starts 
her daily painting sessions by painting on top of the previous day’s 
efforts, imagining that the wood panel ground is “blank”; as a result, 
the finished works are closer to diary entries. They oscillate from 
dreamlike to nightmarish, always with a distinctive, milky sheen that 
seems to refuse to dry. Apparently, the orientation of the painting—
which side constitutes the top or the bottom—is decided only upon 
hanging. 

In Memory of Rib (all works 2022), Sugihara’s process speaks with 
clarity and exactitude: Spiraling cuts and lines (some faded, some 
fresh) dissect fields of pale silky pinks and yellows, orbiting around a 
darker yonic core and evoking not the figure of a body but rather a hazy 
memory of its sensations. This and the other moody compositions on 
display raised the question, When is a painting finished? In 
Blue suggested a potential answer: What was once an eye or perhaps a 
fleshy wound is almost entirely swallowed up by a sinister bluish glossy 
darkness, a motif lost to the dense materials that had been applied and 
reapplied for days, weeks, maybe months. The artist appears unafraid 
of her motifs succumbing to overpainting; indeed, she seems to argue 
that those excessive final layers are not superfluous, but ripe with 
meanings of their own. 

Sugihara’s propensity to work by way of chance, erasure, and layering 
evokes Samuel Beckett, the writer who famously birthed his short 1965 
fiction Imagination Dead Imagine from a manuscript in which almost 
every paragraph had been crossed out in black marker. Beckett 
considered his work the “exercise-book that opens like a door and lets 
me far down into the now friendly dark”; Sugihara, too, uses painting 
to plunge into the depths of her preoccupations, sometimes to a fault. 
In a spherical object in blue, for example, where a circle is imprinted 
on an otherwise empty (if uneven) plane of dark indigo, one caught 
oneself adrift in the artist’s eccentric methodology, wondering what 
parts of the painting might be hiding farther below. 

Reina Sugihara
MISAKO & ROSEN

PRINT OCTOBER 2022 TOKYO

https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/202208/reina-sugihara-89359
https://www.artforum.com/artguide/misako-rosen-16230
https://www.artforum.com/print/202208
https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/202208/tokyo


 Like Beckett’s short text, Sugihara’s motifs show a preoccupation with 
shapes and their disintegration—her work is full of anatomical circles 
and rills, cracked vaults, ruptures between insides and 
outsides. Carried contained a whitish thing anamorphically erecting 
itself in front of a low-hanging, yolk-like sun; in Untitled, a final layer 
of moss-green paint produced an accidental and fractured illusion of a 
sprawling, haunted forest inside a rib cage. Sugihara isn’t afraid of 
linguistic signification, but she insists on distorting it. We, the viewers, 
are left with the sensations of these effects, reflecting mentally on the 
way they hit us in the gut. 

On the exhibition’s floor along the wall was an untitled sculpture: an 
egg-shaped stone, perhaps citrine, sitting on a metallic holder that was 
in turn nested into a moon-shaped wooden plank. This might have 
been the circular form cryptically referenced in a spherical object in 
blue. Otherwise, connections between this work and the others 
remained tenuous, or personal and intuitive. Yet Sugihara’s egg is no 
mere attempt at conceptual mystification; it is, instead, a gesture of 
transparency—a showcase of the exercise book, if you will, that sparks 
her particular blend of morphological poetry. 

       — Jeppe Ugelvig

https://www.artforum.com/contributor/jeppe-ugelvig
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ၾ݄;ے執Ψ媗Πᬬ̵ͭ妢Ψ՜ᘏͯΡ 

──ܻͫΩ͢ͺͥΟͼ͚Ρ΄΅̵Ԇ妢ኮ֢ߝͽ̶ͯ͵Ͷ̵ොဩ
抷͢ᇙ䖀ጱͽ̵ΔͰ̵ͪᛔͽᵞΗ͵ηϣυδΨ憶ͭ͵Π̵͘Ρ͚
΅䕘ڰΨͺͥ͵Πͭͼ̵ͳͩ͡Ο妢ኮΎ;樄ͭͼ͚ͥͩ;Θ͘Ρ
;守ͣΔͭ͵̶Δ͵̵͚ͥͺΘ΄妢Ψݶ䦒ൈ̵ͣͭΆΟͥනᗝͭ
͢Οਠ౮ͫͱΡͩ;Θ͘Ρ;̶͡ͳ΄Ξ͜ϤϺψφͽ֢ߝΨ֢ͯګ
ΡΞ͜͵ͣͧ͘͢͡Ά̵ර͞ͼͥͶ̶͚ͫ

̿ᛔړ΄֛΄ٖ㯎͘ΡΘ΄̵ٖ層ΚṋͿΨ䋚檭憎͵ͩ;͢
͚΄͢ோͥͼͭ͡͵͚͢䦒๗͘͢ΠΔͭ͵̶ᛔړΨ䯤౮ͯΡΘ΄Ψ
ቘᥴͭͼ͚ͩ;̵ோΨ憝͞͵;̶͚͜͡ͳͩͽੜ͚ͫՈ֛ཛྷࣳ
Ψ揮ͼ̵ϖϺЄαЀνΨͭͼΕ͵Ωͽ̶ͯཛྷࣳ΄֛ΨϞθ;樄
ͧͼٖ㯎Ψ憎͵Π̵寻ͶͧΨݐΠͭڊͼϓЄϣϸ΄Ӥᗝ͚͵Πͭ
͢Ο̶͵Ͷ̵ͳ͜ΚͼϖϺЄαЀνͭͼΘقᆐቘᥴͽͣΡΥͧ΅
̵ͥΖͭΣ́ΩͶͩ΅Ҙ͂;α϶α϶ͭͼͣͼҁᒞ҂̶ͳͩ͡Ο
ൈ͚͵Θ΄Ψၾͭ͵Π̵ے執ͭ͵ΠΨ媗Πᬬͭͼ͚͵Ο̵๋奰ጱͦ
ͷΙͦͷΙͽ፥ิ妢͢ڊӤ͢͵Ωͽ̶ͯͽ̵ͯ͢ͳ΄妢΅̵
ᐺ;ͼӞኾ抍͘͢ێͼ̵ͭͥΠͥΡΘ΄͘͢ΠΔͭ͵̶ͩ
΄奺浞̵͢Ք΄֢ګොဩ̵ᛔړ΄岉ޱΚ樛ஞ;΄͚ݳͣݻොͺ
͢ͼ͚͵;ͩΣ͘͢ΠΔ̶ͯ

ܻቀᮎ㮆̿Framèҁ2022ଙ独MISAKO&ROSEN҂ᐏ氱ว̶ 
Courtesy of the artist and MISAKO & ROSEN Photo: KEI OKANO




ᐺ΄䁰̵ݳӞຍ΄妢ΨӞ䶲՛ӤͨΡ;͚ͩ͜;΅͘ΔΠ̵ͥ֜ຍ
Θ΄妢Ψݶ䦒ൈ̵ͣ;ͣනᗝͭ͵Π̵Δ͵ၾͭ͵Π̵ے執ͭ͵Π
Ψ媗Πᬬͭͼ֢ڊ͢ߝӤ͢Ρͩ;͢Α;ΩͿͽ̶ͯ愢හຍΨݶ䦒
ൈͥ΄΅̵ᐺ΄ጦ;̵͚͜͡໒ݳ͵ΚΠොͶ;Θ͚Δ̵ͯ͢
ͳ΄䦒樌Κ晃ᑕ΄̵͡妢͢ᛔ͡ړΟ櫝ͼ͚ͥ;̵͚́͜͡՜
ᘏ͂΄Ξ͜ਂࣁΡ᎖樌͘͢Ρ̶΅ͮΗͼᛔ͢ړൈ͚ͼ͚͵Θ΄
Ψ̵क़͡Ό憎Ρ͂ͩ;͢ͽͣΡ΄Θͳ΄䦒ͽ̶ͯͳ΄᎖樌̵͢ᐺ
;ͼ΅᯿ᥝͩ;ͽ̵ᐏͿͽय़ڔ֢ߝΨ晝Ό䦒΅̵ͳ͜Κ
ͼᛔ͡ړΟ櫝ͼ͚͵妢Ψ晝Όͩ;͢ग़͚ͽͯ̀


──2021ଙ̵LAVENDER̴OPENER̴CHAIRͽ樄͚͵̵෭ͽ΄໒
ጱ㮆̿No cinders remain in ashes, but̀ͽ΅̵࠽㫞΄柞䕘ڰΨ֢
Π̵ͳΨϯώЄϢͭ͵妢ኮΨӞ姼ᐏͫͼ͚Δͭ͵̶֛Ύ
΄樛ஞ͢໑͘ΡΞ͜Θ͞͵΄ͽ̵ͯ͢䋚檭΄;ͩΣΨ͠守͡
ͱͥͶ̶͚ͫ 
͚͠ͼ̵ͰͭΘ֛樛ΥΡΘ΄͢ϓЄϫͼߝ֢΄ͼق̿
͚ΡΥͧͽ΅͘ΠΔͱΩ̶ͩΔͽΘ匍ࣁΘ̵ηϣυδΨ數妢Ψൈ
ͥͩ;͢ग़͚ͽ̵ͯ͢ͳ΄ηϣυδΘ̵ֺ͞Ά̵ṋ៰ମͿͽቨ娄
͵Θ΄Ϳ̵ᛔړ;ͼ㮆Ոጱ懿䛂ΚఽఘΨ㺼᩸ͫͱΡΘ΄
Ψ晝ΩͶΠ֢͵ΠͯΡ㰆͘͢ݻΠΔ̶ͯ͵Ͷ̵妢Ψൈ͚ͼ͚ͥӤͽ
΅̵ΡΏ̵ͥಋͽഽΗΡͥΟ͚΄य़ͣͫ΄ηϣυδ͚͚͢;͜
ͩ;Θ͘ΠΔ̶ͯηϣυδΨΠ͢Ο妢Ψൈͥͩ;Θ͘Ρ΄ͽ̀ 
  
──͵Ͷፓ憎͞ΡαϮЄυͶͧͽ΅̵ͥ͵䦒ಋ͡Ο㺼᩸ͫ
Ρ懿䛂Κఘ䁭ͿΘႰͲ旿ΖΞͭ͜ͼ̵妢͢ኞΔͼ͚ͥ;͚͜
ͩ;ͽͭΝ͜͡Ҙ 
̿ͳͩΔͽ挷ጱͽ΅̵ͥৼͿΘ΄殹၇๐΄ϪξϐϕಋΨف
̵֜͡Ψ͚ͮͼ͚͵ΠͯΡఽͮᬪͥͼ៧ͷ፳ͥ;̵͚͜͡ηϣ
υδΨ೮ͷ͢Οᘍ͞ͼ͚Ρ;͚͜ᇫ䙪͢य़Ԫ΄͡ΘͭΔͱῺ


妢͢ൈ͡ͼ͚ͥ晃ᑕͳ΄Θ΄樛ஞ͘͢Ρ 

──ֺ͞Ά̵ᤒ匍ͺ͚ͼ承ΟΡ䦒Ξͥ୵ͫ͢ͷ֢̿ߝ
ఽఘΨဳͦ̀̿ఽఘΨᆷ咲ͫͱΡ̀;͚͵Ξͩ͜;;΅̵Δ͵晅
 ොͽͯҘ͚ݳͣݻ͵

̿͵;͞Ά̵ఽఘ΅ͯͪͥय़ڔΘ΄̶ͽ̵ͯ͢ͳ΄ΔΔᤒͭڊͼ
ͭΔ͜;̵抅扯挷ͫ͵Π̵搡ጱ᮱͢ړ०Υͼ㬃Υ͵ΠͯΡ
ͩ;΄Α͜͢ग़͚;ᐺ΅͜Ωͽ̶ͯΔ͵ఽఘ΅̵ͳ΄᎖樌ڊΡΘ
΄ͽ̵Ӥಋͥګகͽ̶͚ͣͳ೮姆Ψ๗இͽ̶͚ͣͳͭ͜͵
Θ΄Ψ̵Ӟ昧΄֢ګ晃ᑕΨ奺͢Ο̵ᐺ㮆Ո͡ΟڔΠ櫝̵ͭᛔړ
;ͼϺυθϸොဩͽ͞ፗͯ;͚ͩ͜;ΨΚͼ͚Ρ΄͡Θͭ
ΔͱΩ̶


̿ఽఘΨᆷ咲ͫͱΡ̀ͩ;΅य़ڔͽ̶ͯͧͿ̵ఽఘ΄᩵ͥΔΔ᎖樌
ጱൈ͚͵ᛔړ΄妢Ψ፱ΗͼΘ̵ͭͥΠ;̵͚ͩͭͳ͢搡
΄͡ӧਞΡΩͽ̶ͯᐺ͢ఽͮͼ͚͵Θ΄;΅̵晅͜Θ΄
ͼͭΔ͜;̀


──Քଙ̵6์MISAKOѿROSENͽ樄͚͵㮆̿Framèͽ咲ᤒͫ
͵֢ߝͺ͚ͼ̵ෛͭͥ手Ε͵ͩ;Ϳ͘͢Άර͞ͼͥͶ̶͚ͫ 

̿ෛͭͥ手Ε͵ͩ;΅͘ΔΠ̵ͥ數;͵ηϣυδ͢䄜Υ͵ͩ
;ͽͭΝ̶ͩ͜͡΄ᐏͽ΅̵ॅᶎ΄妢ኮ;;Θ̵ଥἎᜋ͚ࣳܪ
΄ηϣυδΨᗝ͚ͼ͚Δͭ͵̶ͩ΅̵㯔ᇔ΄य़ቘᎪΕ͵͚Θ΄ͽ
ͽͣ͵ቖͽ̵Θ;Θ;ᐺ͢ಋͭ͵䦒΅̵ͭᤒᶎ͢ཹͧͼ͚Δͭ
͵̶;ͥ͢͡ڈډͥΡΞ͜ԃͥͭͼ͚ͩ͜;ڷͼ͚ͥ͜ͷ
̵姤烳ࣳܪ͵Ωͽ̶ͯ咲ᤒͭ͵妢ኮ΅̵ͩΔͽ;ͮݶ
Ξ̵͜ͳ΄୵䙪䌏ͭͼ㮆Ոጱ憙ᅩΚͳ΄ηϣυδ͡Ο㺼᩸ͫ
ΡΘ΄ΨϷςЄώͭ͵ͩ;Ψ᯿ͼൈ͚͵Θ΄̶ηϣυδ͢Ӿ໐



 

ͼ愢හ΄妢ኮ͘͢Ρҁ͘Ρ͚΅̵ηϣυδ͢愢හ΄妢ኮΨͺͦϝ
αЀύЄ΄Ξ͜ۆΨ೮ͺ҂;͚͜ᅩͽ΅̵ͩΔͽ;ͮݶͽͯ
̵๋ͭ奰ጱͿ͚͜͜αϮЄυΡ͡ΞΠΘͿ͚͜͜晃ᑕͽ֢Π̵
֜ඳͩ΄αϮЄυਧ፳ͭ͵΄͢͡᯿ᥝͶ;͚ͩ͜;΅̵Ӟ揢ͭͼ䄜
ΥΟ͚ͩ;ͽͯ̀


──̵๋Ք̵樛ஞ͘͢Ρͩ;;̵Ք΄樄ͺ͚ͼᘍ͞ͼ͚Ρ
ͩ;Ψර͞ͼͥͶ̶͚ͫ 

̿Ք̵樛ஞ͘͢Ρ΄΅ϤϹπ̶བ՞፳ͯΡπξΨᷣΏ̵姤烳ͭ
ͼͥΡ̵ϗϫχᑀ΄憶搕湂ͽ̶ͯզ̵ڹϚηЀϓϕ϶Ϳ;Ӟ姼
汹ͼ͚͵΄ͽ̵ͯ͢՜΄公䒏湂͢ྒΩͽͭΔ͵͘;Θ̵ϤϹπͶ
ͧ͢Ͱ;ኞͣͼ͚͵Ωͽ̶ͯϧϐϕτϴϐϤͽ揮͵䦒̵य़ͣͥ
ͼΘق槱15ψЀώͥΟ͚;Υ͵΄ͽ̵ͯ͢ଏ60ψЀώΑͿ΄
བ͢ϞЀϞЀΡͦΟ͚Δͽ౮槱ͭͼ̶ͿΩͿΩय़ͣͥͼ̵
ᝅͶΟͧ΄བͽͮ;ͭͼΡϤϹπ͢ோ͡͵̶͚́͘ͺ̵֜Ͷ
͵ΩͶΣ͂́͜Ωͽ͘Ωோ͡͵ΩͶΣ͂͜;̶匍̵ࣁͺͥ
ͼ͚ΡτϷЄχ΅̵ͳͭ͜͵ϤϹπ΄䕘ڊ͢ڰ咲ᅩͼ͚Ρ΄
ͽ̵֟懯ϤϹπΚ୮䦒΄֛浞ͺ͚ͼᘍ͞͵Πͭͼ͚Δͯ̀


ҕو᭗΄搡㺔җ 
অͣᷣΏᇔ΅Ҙ 
̿ͳΆ̀


段Ψͧݑ͵΅Ҙ 
̿Ꭱ䷻͚͘΄́ͪᬪಅᇔ承͂ҁᵞᐒ҂ͽίϕϷε΄㾩ᶎ͢ൈ͡ͼ
ΡϧЄυ͘͢͵Ωͽ̵ͯͯͪͥ͢ϖκϖκͭΔͭ͵̶͘;΅֢ګ΄
ջౘӾ̵䜜Ԥ䴿΄Ꭸ娒ᵞΚ͚Σ͚Σਤර΄宂َΚ奺َͿ̵
๋ᬪ΅Ξͥ抎Ωͽ͚Δͯ̀


ᤈͼΕ͵͚ࢵ΅Ҙ 
̿ᇙͭ̀


অͣᜋ΅Ҙ 
̿姻̀


ҁ守ͣಋ独ғຂᵝ҂
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